YEAR 1 WEEKLY
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17th May 2019
Summer 1 Week 4

Our Learning Journey

Focus on Learning

What an amazing week it has been! As I am sure you
know, we had an Ofsted inspector in on Tuesday. He
observed a maths lesson and a science lesson in Cedar
Class.
Of course their learning behaviour was
excellent! Children were engaged enthusiastically in
both lessons and I am always very keen to show off
their workbooks to anybody who is interested in what
we do in our class.

During phonics, we are still looking at texts
together and identifying the different sounds. We
are thinking of all the different ways we can write
the same sound. Recent assessments show that
some children need to practise sounding out words
with split diagraphs: cake, made, bone, kite, even,
complete, cube or tube.

We have also planted some seeds and written how to
care for our seeds over time. Children have planted
poppy seeds, marigolds and lettuce.
They
investigated the different seeds under a magnifying
glass and we will keep a diary of the seeds growth.

Next week is Local History Week. Our plan is to
walk over the M25 bridge and down Liberty Lane to
an old house called Sayes Court Lodge. Children will
be looking at photographs taken in the 1800’s and
early 1900’s and my plan is to capture a photograph
of the children in the same location to compare
images from “then and now”.

Children have also been learning about fractions and
time in maths. We have created artwork inspired
John Stezaker and have talked a lot about halves,
quarters, horizontal line, vertical line, equal parts.

Star learner

Florence for writing good instructions on
how to plant her marigold seed. Well done
Florence.

REMINDERS
Full PE kit permanently in class for multi-skills
session (bat and ball skills/skipping)
 All children to have a water bottle every day
 Swimming to take place on Wednesday mornings
 Ongar’s 50th Picnic at school – 25th May 2019


Many thanks,
Mrs Marwick

